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Abstract
Shot peening is widely used in automotive and aeronautic industries to improve fatigue life of metallic components.
Its beneficial effects are mainly due to the residual stress field caused by the plastic deformation of the near-surface
region resulting from multiple shot impacts. It is therefore important to know the values of the induced residual
stresses in order to predict the mechanical strength of the peened component, and to know how these stresses vary by
changing the shot peening parameters. The problem is that experimental measurement of residual stress is costly
and time-consuming, and generally involves semi-destructive techniques. These difficulties make assessment of
compressive residual stresses in real (industrial) peened components very challenging. On the contrary, numerical
simulation can provide an alternative way to deal with this task. Consequently, several shot peening models have
been developed in the literature. Although these models were successfully applied to investigate important physical
phenomena encountered in shot peening, their application to assess residual stresses resulting from a real shot peen-
ing test is still not within reach. Indeed, due to computation costs and the complexity of the process, they cannot be
directly applied to simulate a complete shot peening experiment. Development of a robust methodology allowing
these models to properly simulate such an experiment at minimal cost (i.e. using simplifying assumptions) is thus
needed. The present paper aims to meet this need. First, a new discrete-continuum coupling model combining the
strengths of the existing shot peening models was developed. To avoid expensive computation times, only major
shot peening features are included in this model. Then, a comprehensive methodology explaining how this model
can be applied to simulate a real shot peening experiment was proposed. To validate the developed model as well
as the associated methodology, they were applied to simulate a real shot peening experiment from the literature.
Relatively good results were obtained compared to experimental ones, with relatively little computation effort.
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1. Introduction
To improve life expectancy, durability and operating performance of metallic components, different methods
can be applied. Generally, these methods include use of expensive advanced materials having higher mechanical
strength, modifying the operating conditions (environment, loading, etc.) or simply enhancing the near-surface
properties by introducing compressive residual stresses (CRS) in this region. In addition to its effectiveness, the
last method seems to be the least expensive, which explains the great scientific interest in it. Consequently, several
surface treatment techniques have been developed in this context. An overview of these techniques can be found in
reference [1]. One of them is shot peening (SP) which is widely used to improve fatigue life of metallic components
in automotive and aerospace industries due to its economical cost and applicability to various targets. This process
entails bombarding a surface of metallic component with small spherical shots at high velocities (20 − 100m/s).
Each shot acts as a tiny ball-peen hammer that compresses and stretches the component surface. After each im-
pingement, an indentation surrounded by a plastic region is created. The near-surface plastic strain generated during
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shot peening leads to a residual stress profile through the thickness. The residual stress is compressive at the top
surface and tensile underneath the surface of the component to ensure the mechanical equilibrium. The surface
work hardening and the compressive residual stress induced by shot peening allow to hinder crack propagation, as
cracks originate mostly from the surface. This can improve fatigue life and resistance to stress corrosion crack-
ing within the peened component [2, 3, 4]. However, the beneficial effects of this process are conditional upon
respecting several conditions. Indeed, numerous shot peening parameters can hugely influence the effectiveness of
this process [5, 6]. For example, over- or under-peening can result in adverse effects on fatigue strength. Selection
of the most suitable and optimal parameters to achieve an expected degree of improvement is always a matter of
question in the designer mind. Such a question has received a great deal of interest over the years and significant
amount of research has been done in understanding such a process.
Several researchers have used the experimental way to study shot peening. Lieurade and Bignonnet [7] and
Wohlfahrt [8] have studied the fundamental mechanisms of shot peening. Mainly two mechanisms are at the origin
of CRS: Hertzian pressure due to normal impact forces and surface stretching (enlargement) due to tangential
impact forces. The fatigue performance not only depends on the CRS at the top surface, but also on the gradient
inside the material. Maeder et al. [9] have investigated the influence of the most important SP parameters on the
peening-induced residual stress. Three categories of SP parameters can be distinguished: process parameters, e.g.
Almen intensity and exposure time, component parameters, e.g. component material, and shot parameters, e.g. size
, material, velocity and impact angle of shots. Kobayashi et al. [10] have studied the difference between static and
dynamic indentation tests using single and multiple shots. Static indentation is quite different from dynamic one,
probably due to high strain rate effects. In dynamic indentation, single shot leads to tensile stress at the indentation
center, whereas compressive stress is found in static indentation. The compressive stress induced by shot peening
(dynamic impacts) is due to superimposition of residual stresses generated by impacts performed around each other.
For more details of the experimental works, the reader is referred to reference [11]. Despite its effectiveness, the
experimental way suffers from several difficulties related to the cost of experiments.
To avoid experimental difficulties, other researchers have proposed to study analytically the CRS in the peen-
ing component. Al-Hassani [12, 13] and Guagliano [14] have proposed an analytical relationship between the
peening-induced arc height and the residual stress profile in thin components, using tensile force and bending mo-
ment internally generated to equilibrate the total peening-induced stress. Guechichi [15] has proposed simplified
formulas to predict the maximal value and the depth of the CRS field, using Hertz contact and elastic-plastic the-
ories [16]. These formulas were later improved by considering different constitutive laws for the target material
[17] and by considering the effect of the tangential friction between the shot and the target [18]. Li et al. [19]
have proposed a simplified analytical model to calculate the CRS field due to shot peening in semi-infinite target
components. This model was improved by Shen et al. [20] to take into account more shot peening parameters, such
as size and velocity of the shots and material of the target component. Recently, Miao et al. [21] have proposed a
combined analytical model, including models of Li et al. [19], Shen et al. [20] and Guagliano [14], to investigate
the influence of the shot peening parameters on the resulting Almen intensity and on the residual stress in an Almen
strip. Several other analytical models can be found in the literature, of which an overview is provided in reference
[11]. Compared to experiments, the analytical models are much less expensive. However, they are generally based
on simplifying assumptions which can affect their effectiveness. Furthermore, obtaining analytical solution from
these models is often very mathematically challenging, especially when complex structures are involved.
With the help of the increasing computer power, numerical simulation have become an effective method to
investigate the shot peening process. Consequently, several numerical models have been proposed in the literature
[14, 22, 23, 24, 25]. An extended review of these models will be given in section 2. The first numerical models
developed in the literature consider only one shot impacting a target surface. Although they are extremely sim-
plistic, these models allowed a better understanding of several physical phenomena encountered in shot peening.
To study the influence of multiple impacts on SP results, other researchers have proposed models with multiple
shots having initial ordered configuration. More recently, these models have been improved by considering ran-
domly generated shots. Further improvements have proposed more complex SP models to take into account more
complex mechanisms, such as interaction between shots, fluctuation of shot velocities and impact angles, shots
deformation, thermal behavior of shots and target component, etc. [24, 26, 27]. The problem with application of
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complex SP models is that the computation time is an increasing function of the complexity of the involved SP
phenomena. For instance, taking into account shot-shot interactions results in a computation time proportional to
NN , where N is the number of shots, which is much larger than that obtained when ignoring such interactions (the
associated computation time is simply proportional to N). Therefore, although complex SP models generally guar-
antee a more efficient representativeness of a real SP process, their application to predict residual stresses resulting
from a real SP experiment remains very challenging. Simulation of a complete SP test using such models can lead
to unaffordable computation times. The challenge here is how to properly simulate a real SP experiment whilst
keeping acceptable computation time. In other words, is it possible to correctly assess important results from a real
SP test using a simplified numerical model that includes only major SP phenomena? The present paper aims to
tackle this challenge. Based on the different (experimental, analytical and numerical) works on shot peening, this
paper proposes an effective approach to properly predict the peening-induced residual stresses in a real shot peeing
test with minimal computation effort. This approach consists of two parts:
• development of a simplified shot peening model based on simplifying assumptions to avoid large computation
costs (only major SPmechanisms must be taken into account in this model). It should be noted that this model
is similar to those proposed in the literature. And then,
• development of a robust and comprehensive methodology explaining how this simplified model can predict
peening-induced residual stresses in a real (industrial) shot peening experiment.
As shown in the literature [25, 28], for given shot type and impingement angle, the Almen intensity and exposure
time are major indicators that ensure the effectiveness and repeatability of a given SP experiment. In other words,
for given shot type and impingement angle, the SP results depend almost solely on these parameters (Almen
intensity and the exposure time), and not on how individual shots impact the target component [25, 28]. Using
this finding, the key idea of the proposed methodology is then to satisfy the same repeatability conditions (Almen
intensity and the exposure time) between the considered experiment and the associated simplified model. As will
be explained later, it is not necessary to take into account all the complex and time-consuming SP mechanisms to
correctly model a real SP experiment. The effects of such mechanisms can be considered indirectly by application
of the proposed methodology which represents the major novelty of the present paper.
Following this introduction, this paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 gives an overview of the different
classes of the SP numerical models developed in the literature. Based on this review, a new model combining
the strengths of these classes, while alleviating their drawbacks, is proposed. A 3D random discrete-continuum
coupling model between the discrete element method (DEM) [29, 30] and the finite element method (FEM) [31] is
developed in this section. This model considers only major SP mechanisms. Section 3 provides a comprehensive
methodology allowing the proposed model to properly simulate a real shot peening process. This methodology is
based on the determination of control curves relating the shot velocity to the Almen intensity. Section 4 shows how
these curves can be determined for given Almen strip, shot type and impingement angle. Section 5 aims to validate
the developed methodology by simulating a real shot peening test from the literature. As will be seen, relatively
good results are obtained. Section 6 presents some conclusions.
2. 3D random discrete-continuum coupling model
Numerical simulation have become increasingly used since the 1970s to investigate, understand, explain and
predict the correlation between the influencing SP parameters and the process results. Consequently, several nu-
merical models have been published in the literature. In order to develop a numerical tool including the strengths
of such models, a birdeye view of the models most commonly used is given hereafter.
2.1. Brief review of shot peening numerical models
First classification of the existing numerical models enables differentiation between 2D and 3D models. Due
to their simplicity, 2D axis-symmetric models are very popular to investigate single-shot impact on cylindrical
and semi infinite target components [32, 33, 34]. Although they are very simplistic, these models have allowed
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to investigate qualitatively several important physical phenomena encountered in shot peening, such as influence
of the shot deformation behavior on the SP results [35, 36]. However, quantitative comparison of the associated
numerical results with experimental ones proves that they misestimate the experimental results. Furthermore,
effects of inclined and multiple-shot impacts cannot be taken into account with such models.
To circumvent these limitations, 3D models have been proposed in the literature. These models can be divided
into single-shot and multiple-shot models. The single-shot models have been developed to investigate in a simple
way the 3D effects of normal and inclined single impact on the residual stress profile. Application of such models
has yielded an important conclusion concerning the shot mechanical behavior. Guagliano [14] has shown by
simulation of single impact on an Almen strip that results obtained using a rigid shot are close to those obtained
using a deformable elastic one. This conclusion can be generalized to other target materials having low yield and
hardness values, e.g. aluminum alloys [37], compared to those of the shot material. Despite their simplicity and
economical cost, the single-shot models are overly simplified and cannot be used to simulate real SP test. As stated
by Kobayashia et al. [10], single-shot impact leads to near-surface tensile residual stress, which contradicts the SP
aim. The compressive residual stress obtained during shot peening is due to effects of multiple impacts [10]. To
take into account these effects, researchers have proposed multiple-shot models. The first models in this category
consider prior positioning (ordered) shots [38, 39]. Using ordered configuration of shots, it is straightforward
to model the target component which can easily be represented by a periodic unit cell with symmetric boundary
conditions. Different techniques have been proposed in the literature to choose the unit cell of the target component
[23, 24, 14]. The ordered-shot models have been widely applied to study different SP mechanical aspects. Two
important results can be recalled here. The first result concerns the Coulomb friction coefficient µ used to describe
the tangential interaction between shots and the target component. Meguid et al. [28] have demonstrated that for
0.1 < µ < 0.5 the friction effect on both plastic strain and compressive stress is very minimal. Similar result
has been also obtained by Gariépy et al. [37]. The second result concerns the mechanical behavior of the target
component. Bhuvaraghan et al. [22] have shown that shot peening can involve very high strain rates (ε˙ = 105 s−1)
and then strain rate dependent properties must be taken into account in the target component model. Concerning
thermal properties, contrary statements have been reported in the literature whether thermal effects have to be
considered in a realistic SP model. Several authors [40, 41] state that no thermal conduction takes place and all
induced heat energy is retained in the deformed region, while others hold the opposite view [42]. A systematical
study of such effects is still missing. Models with prior positioning shots have enabled researchers to take a great
step towards quantitative modeling of a real SP process, since most of the SP phenomena are taken into account
in them. However, these models do not consider the random aspect of the shots, which makes them not very
representative of a real SP test. To overcome this limitation, several researchers have proposed random SP models
in which shots are randomly generated.
Most of the proposed random SP models in the literature are based on the finite element method which is used
to describe the mechanical behavior of both the shots and the target component [25, 43, 44]. From shots positioning
point of view, these models provides a realistic representation of a shot peening process. However, they are time-
consuming and can only be applied when a small number of shots is used, which can affect their ability to correctly
model a shot peening experiment. Recently, some researchers have explored the discrete element method (DEM)
coupled with the finite element method (FEM) as an alternative approach to increase the number of shots in the
SP simulation [45]. In this approach, the shots assumed to be rigid are modeled with DEM, whereas the target
component is modeled by FEM to properly describe its mechanical behavior. Since the shot yield and harness
must be larger than those of the target component to ensure beneficial SP effects, the rigid body assumption of the
shots can be justified [25, 46]. Using the DEM-FEM approach, it would be possible to model large number of shots
which are only represented by their density, radius and gravity centers (no mesh is needed). Based on this approach,
several SP models have been developed in the literature to take into account more complex SP phenomena, and then
to more closely mimic a real shot peening process. In this respect, researchers have proposed advanced interaction
laws to take into account the effect of shot-shot interactions [24, 26, 27]. In an interesting work, Murugaratnam
et al. [27] have also considered in their model the effect of material hardening, by dynamically adapting the
coefficient of restitution for repeated impacts on the same spot. Other SP models taking into account more complex
SP phenomena can be found in the literature. The major drawback of these models is that they can entail large
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calculation effort, which can limit their application to small target components. Indeed, some SP phenomena such
as shot-shot interactions are time-consuming and can dramatically increase the computation time, especially when
a large number of shots is used. Therefore, a trade-off must be found between the SP phenomena to be considered
and the resulting computation effort.
The random DEM-FEM coupling approach will be employed in the following. Because, almost all the major
SP mechanical phenomena are taken into account in this model. Furthermore, a large number of shots can be
modeled without increasing dramatically the computation time, especially when shot-shot interactions are ignored.
Depending on the exposure time of the SP test to be modeled, it may be necessary to simulate a large number of
shots with this model. Therefore, to avoid unaffordable computation times, only shot-component interactions are
considered in this model. In this case, the simulated shot stream can be interpreted as an effective stream. As will
be seen later, modeling only the effective shot stream can be sufficient to correctly predict important experimental
results.
2.2. Proposed 3D random DEM-FEM coupling model
During a shot peening experiment, large numbers of shots impact the treated component at random positions
and in a random sequence. This paper proposes a 3D random DEM-FEM coupling approach to more closely mimic
a real shot peening process (fig. 1). This model is constructed using the recent version of the commercial code
Abaqus Explicit 6.13 which includes the discrete element method (DEM).
Figure 1: 3D random DEM-FEM coupling approach to simulate real shot peening
The target component is modeled via FEM. Since very high strain rates are involved in shot peening, rate-
dependent properties must be taken into account in the target component model. Several approaches have been
proposed in the literature to handle strain rates. Among them, the isotropic hardening approach with rate-dependent
properties is widely used to model the mechanical response of numerous materials concerned by shot peening, e.g.
aluminum alloys and spring steels (Almen strip material). Based on the work of Bhuvaraghana et al. [22], this
approach correctly predict the mechanical response of an Almen strip. Therefore, it is retained in this paper. From
the mathematical techniques used to model isotropic hardening with rate-dependent properties, the Johnson-Cook
equation is employed to describe the Von Mises stress σ flow as function of the equivalent plastic strain ε:
σ =
[
A + B εn
] [
1 − C ln
(
ε˙∗
)] [
1 − T ∗m
]
(1)
where A, B, C, n and m are the five Johnson-Cook constants to be determined experimentally, ε˙∗ is the dimension-
less strain rate defined as ε˙/ε˙0, ε˙ and ε˙0 are respectively the current and reference strain rate, T ∗ is the homologous
temperature defined as (T − Troom) / (Tmelt − Troom), Troom and Tmelt are respectively the room and melting temper-
ature. In addition to the strain rate effects, this equation can also take into account the thermal effects by using a
nonzero m.
For the reasons stated in the previous subsection, the shots are assumed to be identical rigid spheres. In a DEM
simulation, these elements are only represented by their density ρs, radius R and the coordinates of their centers
(x, y, z). In order to randomly generate the coordinates of each shot center, a Python program is developed and
connected to Abaqus. This program requires as inputs the peening surface, shot number N and radius R. For
practical purposes, the origin of the coordinate system is chosen as the center of the peening surface. The z-axis
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is normal to this surface and directed towards the target component. Assuming a 2 a × 2 b surface, in the case of
normal impacts, the coordinates of each shot center are obtained by:

x = a (2 random () − 1)
y = b (2 random () − 1)
z = − R (1 + 2 (N − 1) random ())
(2)
where random () is a uniform pseudo-random number generator in the interval [0, 1] (fig. 2a); in the case of oblique
impacts, the centers are obtained by:

z = − R (1 + 2 (N − 1) random ())
y = b (2 random () − 1)
x = a (2 random () − 1) + (z − R)/tan (θ)
(3)
where θ is the impingement angle (fig. 2b). After generation of the center coordinates, spherical shots of radius
R and density ρs are created and automatically sent by the Python program to the predefined Abaqus input file
which already includes the target component model. Then, the desired velocity is applied to all the shots in the
impingement direction, before introducing the component-shot interaction laws and the simulation starts. In fact,
small fluctuations of shot velocities around an average value can occur in SP experiments. However, these fluctua-
tions are generally unpredictable and very difficult to quantify with sufficient precision. For the sake of simplicity,
these fluctuations are neglected in the present model, in which the same velocity value is applied to all the shots.
It should be noted that this value can be different from the mean velocity of the flow measured experimentally. As
will be seen in the proposed methodology, the shot velocity is numerically determined so as to ensure the expected
Almen intensity (i.e. the Almen intensity of the modeled experiment), which is a major indicator of experiment
repeatability. This is a way to offset the weakness of the proposed SP model due to the simplifying assumptions.
To model the shot-component interactions, the kinematic contact algorithm implemented in Abaqus is selected
[47]. This algorithm is based on the technique of prediction/correction to prevent shot-component interpenetration.
Concerning the frictional behavior, as reported in the literature, the friction coefficient µ has minimal influence
on the SP results and a value µ = 0.2 is generally used [25, 37, 28], the same value is used in this work. It
should be recalled that collisions between shots are ignored in this paper. The simulated shot stream is regarded
as an effective stream. Also, interpenetration between shots at the initial configuration is not allowed: the minimal
distance between newly generated center and all the existing ones is 2R, otherwise this center is deleted and
replaced by another random center until satisfying the minimal distance condition.
y x
z
(a) Normal impacts θ = 90◦
y x
z
(b) Oblique impacts θ = 45◦
Figure 2: Illustration of the 3D random DEM-FEM coupling model for normal and oblique impacts
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Although most of the important physical phenomena encountered in shot peening are considered in the pro-
posed DEM-FEMmodel, some time-consuming SP mechanisms (e.g. shot-shot interactions) are ignored to reduce
the computation effort. But even so, application of this model to directly simulate a real SP experiment can lead to
large or even unaffordable computation time (e.g. in the case of a large geometry of the target component). Further-
more, due to the simplifying assumptions used in this model, the associated results can be poor and unsatisfactory
compared to the experimental ones. A methodology allowing for overcoming these difficulties and making simu-
lation of a real (industrial) shot peening experiment possible is then necessary. This is the subject of the following
section.
3. Methodology to simulate real shot peening processes using the proposed SP model
In general, components requiring mechanical surface treatment by shot peening are relatively large. During
a real shot peening test, these components are bombarded with a great number of shots (several million shots)
for several minutes. Despite the accelerating progress in computer science and software technology, numerical
simulation of an entire shot peening test is not yet possible. The previous section dealt with the development of a
simplified DEM-FEM model ignoring some time-consuming SP mechanisms to reduce computational effort. This
section attempts to present a methodology allowing for quantitative simulation of real shot peening tests using this
model, while keeping acceptable computation time. This methodology includes two steps. The first step consists
in reducing the geometry of the studied component by selecting sufficiently representative elementary volumes
(REVs) of this component. The position and dimensions of these REVs will be discussed in subsection 3.1. The
second step consists in finding the test-equivalent shot peening parameters to be applied on the REVs to represent
the real SP test on the entire component. The test-equivalent shot peeing parameters must be determined so as to
numerically satisfy the repeatability conditions of the modeled experiment. This step is the subject of subsection
3.2.
3.1. Representative elementary volumes (REVs)
Far from the stress raisers (boundary conditions, shaft shoulder, etc.), the peening-induced residual stresses
must be uniform to avoid detrimental SP effects [11]. The uniformity of these stresses were verified numerically
by Meguid et al. [28] using multiple-shot model. In practice, to ensure this property, the target component must be
sufficiently exposed to the shot stream until an expected coverage level is reached. Generally, 100% coverage is
sufficient to develop uniform residual stresses. However, in many cases, the coverage needs to be more than 100%,
for example, to increase the thickness of the affected region and to increase the value and depth of the maximal
compressive residual stress [9].
Taking into account the uniformity of residual stresses, simulation of shot peening on the entire component is
reduced to simulation using representative elementary volumes (REVs). Number and position of these REVs must
be chosen so as to correctly represent the initial component. Figure 3 presents the REVs for an I-shaped component.
Four regions associated with different stress raisers can be distinguished. To completely represent this component,
each of these regions must be represented by a REV. The residual stress profile in the entire component can be
then obtained from REVs results using extrapolation techniques. As for the REVs dimensions, these quantities
must be sufficiently small to reduce computation time, but sufficiently large for the average residual stress to be
representative. In almost all the numerical models, the target component dimensions are arbitrary chosen, which
can lead to sub-optimal SP results. Furthermore, the conventional method of convergence study (classically used
in computational mechanics to determine the dimensions of a REV) requires prior knowledge of the simulation
ingredients, which is not the case here. In effect, number and positions of the shots vary from a SP test to another
one and they are very difficult to be predicted in advance. This paper proposes another numerical method to
properly obtain the REVs dimensions.
To obtain the REV top surface (i.e. impact surface) dimensions, it is first proposed to determine the minimal
distance between two shots dmin from which impacts do not influence each other, by simulating a series of two-shot
impacts with different initial distances between shots. In this paper, impacts are considered as independent and
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Figure 3: Representative elementary volumes (REVs) for an I-shaped component
having no influence on each other when the associated stress regions defined by (4) do not overlap:
{
M ∈ Top surface | σindV M (M) ≥ 0.05σ
ind
V Mmax
}
(4)
where σind
V M
(M) is the Von Mises residual stress at a point M on the top surface and σind
V Mmax
is the maximal Von
Mises residual stress in this surface. Then, the REV top surface is chosen as a square of 3 dmin side (fig. 4). The
choice of 3 dmin here is justified by the fact that the measuring region (dmin × dmin) located at the center of the REV
top surface would not be disturbed by the boundary conditions. An impact outside the peening surface would not
influence results at the measuring surface boundary. Concerning the REV thickness, this parameter is less sensitive
to the number of shots and the classical convergence study method can be applied using a single-shot impact model
to obtain such parameter.
Figure 4: Top surface dimensions of the representative elementary volume (REV)
3.2. Test-equivalent shot peening parameters for the REVs
As seen in the introduction, several parameters are involved in shot peening and can greatly influence the
associated results. The main parameters that must be taken into account to correctly model the SP process can be
classified into three categories as follows:
• shot parameters: size, material, velocity and impact angle;
• component parameters: material, geometry;
• process parameters: Almen intensity and exposure time (or coverage).
The above shot parameters and component parameters are generally easy to model and do not change between
using REV or the entire component (extrinsic to the numerical model). On the contrary, the process parameters
(Almen intensity and exposure time) are more difficult to be taken into account in the SP model. In addition, the
exposure time is highly dependent on the REV dimensions. Since these parameters ensure the effectiveness and
repeatability of a given shot peening process [25, 28], they must be carefully taken into consideration in the SP
numerical model. In the remainder of this subsection, it will be detailed how they can be modeled.
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3.2.1. Almen intensity
This parameter is related to the amount of kinetic energy transferred from the shot stream to the target com-
ponent during the shot peening process [5]. It was introduced by Almen [48] and can be determined by peening
a number of Almen strips (clumped to a mounting fixture by means of four bolts) with the same SP parameters
and different exposure times, according to SAE specifications [49, 50, 51]. An Almen strip is a standardized strip
with given material (SAE 1070 spring steel) and dimensions (76mm × 19mm and three available thicknesses:
h = 0.79mm for type N , h = 1.29mm for type A and h = 2.39mm for type C). Once the bolts are removed, the
peened strip will curve towards the peening direction. The resulting arc heights under different exposure times can
be measured (fig. 5). The Almen intensity is defined as the arc height at saturation which is the point, on the curve
of peening time versus arc height, beyond which the arc height increases by less than 10% when the exposure time
doubles (fig. 6).
Figure 5: Shot peening of Almen strip for process control
Figure 6: Shot peening saturation curve
As shown in several works [14, 22, 21], for a given Almen strip, this parameter mainly depends on the shot pa-
rameters (size, material, velocity and impact angle). Furthermore, for given shot type and impingement angle, this
quantity depends nonlinearly on the shot velocity [22, 52]. To be able to take into account such parameter in the SP
numerical model, it is therefore sufficient to find relationships relating this parameter to shot velocity for different
types of shots and different impingement angles. Even if experimentally determined relationships between these
two parameters can be found in the literature [22, 52], this paper proposes to search these relationships numerically
using the simplified numerical model detailed in section 2. This can reduce errors due to numerical simplification
of the real shot peening process. Indeed, using numerically obtained relationships (taking into account numerical
simplifications) allows to determine the effective shot velocity (which can be slightly different from the experi-
mental one) that leads to the experimentally measured Almen intensity. As Almen intensity is a key repeatability
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indicator for a given shot peening process, the residual stress obtained with numerically determined shot velocity
would be better than when using the experimental shot velocity.
The curves of Almen intensity as function of shot velocity for different types of shots and impact angles will
be referred in this paper to as “control curves” (fig. 7). For the sake of clarity, the method to obtain these curves
will be explained in a separate section (§4). It should be noted that obtaining these curves is very time-consuming
since a great number of simulations must be performed. However, since standardized strips are used to measure
the Almen intensity, such curves are independent of the target component and can therefore be used for any target
component.
Figure 7: Shot peening control curves for given shot type and different impingement angles
3.2.2. Exposure time
In an interesting experimental work, Miao et al. [53] have demonstrated that the peening results obtained
after one pass of a peening nozzle having relatively slow traveling velocity (V = 10mm/s) are in close agreement
with those obtained after 32 passes of the same nozzle when the traveling velocity is increased by a factor of 32
(V = 320mm/s). It can be concluded from this statement that, for given shot parameters (size, material, velocity
and impact angle), the peening results only depend on the number of shots impacting the considered component.
Therefore, shot number can be used instead of exposure time to simulate a shot peening process. For a given SP
test, exposure time is fixed in such a way as to ensure an expected coverage which is defined as the ratio of the
area covered by peening indentations to the total area of treated surface, expressed in percentage. Thereby, it is
sufficient to search the number of shots Nc that ensures the expected coverage value on the REV peening surface to
take into account the exposure time in the numerical model. For a given REV, Nc can be determined numerically
by simulating several shot peening tests using different numbers of shots (N). By determining the associated
coverage values, relationships relating coverage to shot number can be obtained. These relationships can then be
used to compute Nc for an expected coverage value. The question that arises here is how coverage can be assessed
numerically.
Several numerical works studying the coverage effects on the SP results can be found in the literature [25, 44].
Most of them use plastic strain criteria to assess coverage. A point on the peening surface is considered to be
within the impacted region when the associated plastic strain is larger then a given value. As shown by Miao et
al. [25], such criteria can lead to poor results, especially in the case of oblique impacts. Since visual inspection
is the standard method for coverage evaluation in SP experiments [54], this paper proposes a numerical method
inspired by this technique. First, a single impact test using the same shot and component parameters as for the real
SP process has to be simulated to determine the associated indentation area. This area can then be used to asses
coverage for randomly scattered impact centers on the peening surface (fig. 8). A point on this surface is considered
to be within the impacted region when it belongs to an indentation area associated with an impact center. In this
work, an indentation area is chosen as explained in figure 8. In the case of general oblique impact, this area is
delimited by an ellipse (circle in the case of normal impact) passing through the highest positions of the pile-up
around the impact center. As will be seen, such a choice provides a good estimate of the coverage. Contrary to the
existing coverage criteria, the proposed method naturally takes into account the non-symmetrical effects of oblique
impact.
To simplify its application, the proposed method is automated using Python language. The developed Python
program requires as inputs the number of shots N, the impingement angle, the individual indentation surface,
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Figure 8: Numerical method to compute the shot peening coverage in the general case of oblique impact
the measuring surface and the total peening surface (on which the impact centers will be scattered). First, N
shots locations are generated (eqs. (2) and (3)) and projected along the impingement direction onto the total
peening surface which is discretized into a fine mesh with rectangular elements. Then, the measuring surface nodes
located within indentation areas (associated with impact centers) are counted and recorded. Finally, the coverage
is approximated by the ratio of the number of these nodes to the total number of nodes in the measuring surface.
Applying this method, the coverage evolution with respect to the shot number is studied using a thin spring steel
(Almen strip material) plate with 3.6mm × 3.6mm × 1.3mm dimensions. In this study, two impingement angles
θ = {45◦, 90◦} were used, the shot velocity is fixed at V = 55m/s. Figures 9 and 10 show the corresponding
indentation areas obtained after one impact.
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Figure 9: Indentation area after one normal impact at V = 55m/s velocity
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Figure 10: Indentation area after one oblique impact with θ = 45◦ at V = 55m/s velocity
Using these individual areas, the coverage evolution in the measuring zone (1.2mm × 1.2mm square at center
of the peening surface) with respect to shot number N can be obtained (fig. 11). To study the random aspects, 6
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different sequences of shots were generated for each N. As shown in figure 11, the results dispersion due to random
generation of shots has tendency to decrease as N increases. Therefore, when a sufficient number of shots is used
(to ensure 100% coverage or more), the random effects would be negligible. This will be confirmed in section 5.
In a similar way as when using exposure time [55, 56], the coverage evolution as function of N can be expressed
using an Avrami equation as:
C (N) = 100
(
1 − e−A N
)
(5)
with A is a nonnegative real constant which can be determined by the Moving Least Square (MLS) method. Using
(5), the number of shots that ensures an expected coverage value Nc can be determined. As in experimental
SP process, the number of shots corresponding to 98% coverage is considered as a full coverage number N f .
Beyond 100% coverage, the associated Nc is determined based on N f . For example, 200% coverage corresponds
to Nc = 2N f shots.
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Figure 11: Coverage curves for a thin spring steel plate, corresponding to impingement angles θ = 90◦ and θ = 45◦ and shot velocity
V = 55m/s
In conclusion, the exposure time is taken into account in the numerical model through the corresponding shot
number that ensures the same coverage value on the REV peening surface. To be able to compare experimental
and numerical results, this paper advises to work with dimensionless parameters. Since N linearly depends on the
exposure time T , N/N f is equivalent to T/T f , where T f is the full coverage exposure time.
Figure 12 summarizes the different steps of the proposed methodology to model a real shot peening process.
4. Determination of control curves
This section details the method to obtain the control curves relating the Almen intensity to the shot velocity for
a given type of shots and different impingement angles. Determination of these curves is based on the calculation
of the residual stress field induced by a number of impacts on an Almen strip. Three types of Almen strips exist:
type N for low intensities, type A for intermediate intensities and type C for high intensities [50]. The use of
one or other type of Almen strip leads to different control curves. In this work, Almen strip of type A is retained
because it is widely used in automotive and aeronautic industries. The associated mechanical properties as well as
the Johnson–Cook constants are given in table 1 [22].
Table 1: Mechanical properties and Johnson-Cook constants of SAE 1070 spring steel (taken from [22])
Mechanical properties Johnson-Cook constants
Young’s modulus E Poisson’s ratio ν Density ρ A B C n m
205GPa 0.29 7800Kg/m3 1408MPa 600.8MPa 0.0134 0.234 0
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Almen intensity Control curve Shots velocity
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Geometric reduction
...
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Step 1: geometric reduction
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Figure 12: Methodology steps to simulate real shot peening process
Having selected the type of Almen strip, the control curves depend on the type of shots and the impingement
angle. In the present paper, steel shots of diameter D = 0.58mm and density ρs = 7800Kg/m3, known as S 230,
are chosen. This type of shots is widely used to peen Almen strips of type A. It should be recalled that these shots
are assumed to be rigid in the present paper. Three impingement angles are also chosen, for which the control
curves will be determined: 45◦ (heavily oblique impacts), 67.5◦ (intermediate oblique impacts) and 90◦ (normal
impacts). This allows to get an idea of how the control curves evolve according to impingement angle, and then to
obtain rapidly approximate curves associated to other intermediate angles.
In summary, three control curves will be obtained in this section, using Almen strips of type A, S 230 shots
and three different impingement angles θ = {45◦, 67.5◦, 90◦}. To this end, a great number of simulations will
be performed. Indeed, for each impingement angle, different values of Almen intensity corresponding to different
impact velocities must be determined. Four impact velocities V are used in this paper: 25mm/s, 35mm/s, 45mm/s
and 55mm/s. For each of these velocities, different numbers of shots (dual exposure time parameter) will be used
to obtain the corresponding peening arc heights. The numbers of shots N used here are: 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320
and 480 shots. Furthermore, since the initial coordinates of the shots are randomly generated, each simulation will
be repeated 6 times using different sequences S of shots, to study the random aspects of the peening process. To
optimize the computation time, this part is automated using Python language. Figure 13 presents the associated
algorithm.
4.1. Almen strip modeling
The great number of simulations presented in figure 13 are very time-consuming. The use of entire models of
the Almen strip can be crippling, especially very fine mesh must be used to capture the peening-induced residual
stresses and to correctly predict the resulting arc heights. To overcome this problem, several techniques have been
developed in the literature [14, 22]. Among them, the model proposed by Guagliano [14] is retained in this paper.
In this model, the Almen strip is modeled by a small representative elementary volume (REV) having the same
thickness of the strip. Then, analytical model is applied to compute the Almen strip arc height from the peening-
induced residual stress in this REV. To properly obtain the REV xy-dimensions (peening surface dimensions),
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Figure 13: Python algorithm to obtain the control curves
the method proposed in subsection 3.1 will be applied. Although the optimal xy-dimensions depend on the shot
velocity and impingement angle, for practical purposes, only one REV will be used for all the simulations. The
xy-dimensions of this REV will be computed based on the two extreme cases: normal impacts with maximal shot
velocity and heavily oblique impacts with maximal shot velocity. The largest xy-dimensions obtained from these
cases will be retained as xy-dimensions of the REV peening surface.
For each of the above cases, several sufficiently distant two-shot impacts were performed on a large plate having
the same material and thickness as for the considered Almen strip (fig. 14). Starting with adjacent ones, the two
shots in these impacts were gradually moved away, to obtain the minimal distance dmin from which impacts do not
influence each other. Figures 14a and 14b present the associated results of stress regions around impacts. Based on
these figures, the minimal distances associated with normal and oblique impacts are respectively dmin = 2D and
dmin = 1.5D, with D being the shot diameter. Therefore, the dimensions of the REV used for all the simulations
are: 6D × 6D × h, with h being the thickness of the modeled Almen strip. Symmetric boundary conditions are
applied on the lateral sides, whereas embedding conditions are applied on the bottom surface. Simulations using
this REV allow predicting the peening-induced residual stress distributions σindx in this element. For each of these
simulations, σindx is averaged over the whole xy-plane of the measuring region (2D × 2D × h region at the REV
center). The averaged residual stress profile σˆindx (which is only function of z) is then assumed to be uniformly
distributed over the whole Almen strip, fixed to the Almen block (mounting fixture). However, this is not sufficient
to predict the associated Almen intensity (required to obtain the control curves). Indeed, it is not directly possible
to predict the residual arc height of the strip by knowing only the residual stresses due to impacts in the fixed strip.
4.2. Arc height calculation
In fact, after release of the rigid constraints due to the support and the bolts, the originally straight Almen strip
becomes curved and modifies the residual stress field (fig. 15). This is because the peening-induced residual stresses
are not in self-equilibrium, due to boundary conditions, and tend to stretch and bend the strip. To prevent these
effects, compressive force Fx and bending moment My are applied on the strip by the fixing support to maintain
the strip straight. Note that, due to the ratio of length to width of the Almen strip, only longitudinal curvature is
considered (transverse curvature effects are neglected here).
Using elasticity theory, Fx and My can be expressed as [14]:
Fx =
ˆ
S
σˆindx (z) dS (6)
My =
ˆ
S
σˆindx (z) z dS (7)
where S is the Almen strip section. The removal of the bolts can therefore be simulated by applying on this strip a
force and a moment of equal value and opposite sign with respect to Fx and My. Accordingly, the residual stress in
the released (curved) Almen strip can be expressed using the elasticity theory as [14]:
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Figure 14: Determination of the minimal distance between two shots to ensure independence between two impacts
σˆresx (z) = σˆ
ind
x (z) −
Fx
S
−
My
Iy
z (8)
Iy =
b h3
12 is the second moment of inertia with respect to y−axis, b and h are respectively the strip dimensions along
y − axis and z − axis. After determining Fx and My, it is possible to compute the residual arc height Ah. Based on
reference [25], Fx has practically no influence on Ah which can be expressed as:
Ah =
My
2E Iy
(
l
2
)2
=
3 My l2
2E b h3
(9)
where E is the Almen strip Young’s modulus, l is the reference distance for Almen intensity measuring. As
specified in the standards [50], the Almen gauge measures the arc height between two specific points of the strip,
i.e. l = 31.75mm and not the total Almen strip length as used in some papers. The arc height given by (9) is
only due to longitudinal curvature, the effect of the transverse curvature is not considered. Figure 16 presents the
evolution of arc height versus shot number (dual exposure time parameter), corresponding to V = 55m/s and two
different impact angles. As when using exposure time [55], this evolution can be expressed as:
Ah (N) =
B
(N + d)p
−
B
dp
(10)
where B, d and p are fitting parameters which can be determined using the Least Square (LS) method. Using (10),
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Figure 15: Almen strip deformation after bolts removal
the associated Almen intensity can be determined by solving:
Ah (2N) = 1.1Ah (N) (11)
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Figure 16: Saturation curves of an Almen strip of type A, corresponding to impingement angles θ = 90◦ and θ = 45◦, and shot velocity
V = 55m/s
Applying (11) on the results of the different simulations presented in figure 13, the control curves associated
with the S 230 shots and the impingement angles θ = {45◦, 67.5◦, 90◦} can be obtained (fig. 17). These curves
will be used to determine the numerical shot velocity that ensures the experimental Almen intensity. A comparison
between the numerical and experimental [52, 22] control curves for θ = 90◦ is given in figure (fig. 17). These
curves are in close agreement for relatively low shot velocities V , however they drift away as V increases. This
can be explained by the fact that at high velocities the effects of the shot collisions (ignored in the present model)
become significant. The use of the numerically obtained control curves would reduce errors due to such effects.
Indeed, they allow to obtain the effective shot velocity that leads to the expected (experimentally measured) Almen
intensity which is a key indicator of the effectiveness and repeatability of a given SP process.
5. Validation
In the previous sections, a simplified 3D random DEM-FEM coupling model was developed to simulate the
process of shot peening at minimal cost. Using this model, a comprehensive methodology was proposed to correctly
predict the residual stresses due to real SP test in the target component. The present section aims to validate these
model and methodology. To this end, a shot peening experiment from the literature [57] is reproduced numerically.
This experiment consists in peening an aluminum Al 7075−T 73 disk specimen of diameter 25.4mm and thickness
9.5mm with S 230 steel shots during several minutes to ensure 200% coverage. The corresponding impingement
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Figure 17: Numerical control curves obtained using S 230 shots and three different impingement angles θ = {45◦, 67.5◦, 90◦}; and experi-
mental control curve obtained using S 230 shots and impingement angle θ = 90◦ (taken from [52, 22])
angle is θ = 65◦ ± 5◦ and the Almen intensity is 12A (i.e. 0.3mm saturation arc height obtained using an Almen
strip of type A).
The first step of the proposed methodology consists in determining the representative elementary volumes
(REVs) so as to correctly represent the target component. Given the simplicity of the disk specimen, only one
REV at the center of this specimen is used. To determine the peening surface dimensions, the method explained
in subsection 3.1 is applied. After simulation of several two-shot impacts with different distances between shots,
the minimal distance from which impacts do not influence each other is found to be dmin = 1.5mm. Therefore,
the REV peening surface is chosen as a square of 4.5mm × 4.5mm dimensions. Since the considered specimen is
relatively thin, the REV thickness is chosen to be the same that the real thickness. Symmetric boundary conditions
are applied on the lateral sides, whereas embedding conditions are applied on the bottom surface. This REV is
modeled with FEM using the Johnson-Cook model. Table 2 provides the associated mechanical properties as well
as the Johnson-Cook constants. After convergence study, the selected REV is discretized such that a fine mesh of
0.025mm×0.025mm×0.025mm dimensions is applied in a small region near to the top surface, whereas gradually
coarsened mesh is applied in the rest of the REV domain.
Table 2: Mechanical properties and Johnson-Cook constants of aluminum Al 7075 − T 73 (taken from [58])
Mechanical properties Johnson-Cook constants
Young’s modulus E Poisson’s ratio ν Density ρ A B C n m
71GPa 0.33 2780Kg/m3 434MPa 303.58MPa 0 0.39 0
Concerning the process parameters, the shot velocity corresponding to 12A Almen intensity has to be de-
termined firstly. Since the experimental impingement angle is θ = 65◦ ± 5◦, the control curve associated with
θ = 67.5◦ (fig. 17) is used to obtain an approximate value of this velocity. Based on this control curve (fig. 17),
the shot velocity corresponding to Almen intensity 12A (0.3mm) is found to be V = 47m/s. After determining
the shot velocity, the number of shots Nc ensuring 200% coverage has to be determined. To this end, a single-shot
impact on the selected REV with velocity V = 47m/s and impact angle θ = 65◦ is simulated to determine the
individual indentation area. Using this area, Nc (corresponding to 200% coverage) can be determined as explained
in subsection 3.2.2. Figure 18 shows the coverage evolution as function of shot number. The full coverage shot
number N f is around 725 shots. Therefore, to ensure 200% coverage, Nc = 2N f must be used (Nc = 1450 shots).
The Nc initial positions of the shots are randomly generated as explained in section 2. To investigate the random
effects on the peening induced residual stresses, two different sequences of Nc shots are generated. Using DEM,
these shots are modeled by rigid spheres of diameter D = 0.58mm and density ρs = 7800Kg/m3.
After simulations, the peening-induced residual stresses in the specimen REV associated with the two shot
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Figure 18: Coverage curve of the selected specimen REV
sequences are given in figure 19. Comparison between these numerical results shows that, when sufficient number
N of shots is used, the random effects on the simulation results are insignificant. Therefore, in such a case, there is
no need to repeat a given simulation several times to take average results. To draw conclusions on the validity of
the proposed numerical model as well as the associated methodology, the obtained numerical results are compared
to the experimental ones [57], as illustrated in figure 19. The predicted residual stresses are of the same order
of magnitude as those obtained experimentally. A 8% discrepancy is found between the maximal numerical and
experimental residual stress. This difference may be due to the simplified constitutive law used to describe the REV
mechanical behavior. Indeed, the Al 7075 − T 73 Johnson-Cook model we could find in the literature [58] includes
neither strain rate effects nor thermal effects (C = 0 and m = 0, table 2). Given the complexity of the shot peening
process, such discrepancy could be acceptable. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed methodology has
enabled to offset the effects of the simplifying assumptions used to develop the DEM-FEM model. By following
this methodology, the proposed SP model can be used to simulate a real shot peening process.
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Figure 19: Numerical residual stresses in the specimen REV calculated with two different shots sequences; and the experimental residual
stresses obtained by Grendahl et al. [57]
6. Conclusion
The present work tried to give a comprehensive methodology to simulate a real shot peening process with
minimal computation effort. First, the main classes of the existing numerical models were briefly reviewed and
criticized to identify their main advantages. These advantages were then used to developed a new SP numerical
model aiming to properly simulate a real shot peening process. A 3D random DEM-FEM coupling model was
proposed. The target component is modeled using FEM to correctly model its mechanical response, whereas DEM
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is used to model the shots, which are considered as rigid spheres, to avoid unaffordable computation times when
using large shot numbers.
After developing the coupling model, a comprehensive methodology adapted to this model was proposed to
correctly simulate a real SP process. This methodology consists of two steps. The first step aims to reduce the
target component geometry by selecting sufficiently representative elementary volumes of this component. To
correctly adjust the REVs dimensions, a numerical method was proposed as an alternative to the conventional
approach of convergence study which requires a prior knowledge of the shot number and positions. The second
step of the proposed methodology consists in determining the test-equivalent SP parameters to be applied on the
selected REVs. Almost all the shot parameters and component parameters are independent of the size of the target
component, and are easy to model. However, this is not the case for the process parameters, especially the Almen
intensity and the exposure time, which cannot be directly taken into account in the numerical model. Since these
two parameters ensure the effectiveness and repeatability of a given SP process, they must be correctly modeled to
properly simulate this process. To take into account the Almen intensity in the proposed REV model, this paper
proposes to search numerical control curves relating this parameter to shot velocity for given shot type and Almen
strip. Even if experimental control curves exist, the use of curves obtained with the proposed numerical model is
preferred to reduce errors due to numerical simplifications. Concerning the exposure time, this parameter can be
regarded as dual coverage parameter. Therefore, it is sufficient to consider the resulting coverage in the numerical
model to take into account this parameter. To this end, a numerical model inspired by the standard experimental
method of visual inspection was proposed to determine relationship between coverage and shot number. This
relationship can then be used to determine the shot number that ensures the expected coverage (exposure time) on
the REV.
To validate the proposed model and the associated methodology, they were applied to simulate a real shot
peening experiment from the literature. In order to study the random effects of the shots generation, the SP simu-
lation was repeated two times using different randomly generated shot sequences. The numerical results obtained
using these sequences are in very close agreement which proves that for relatively large shot number the random
effects are insignificant. Furthermore, these results compare favorably with the experimental ones which proves the
validity of the proposed model and methodology to simulate a real shot peening process.
Finally, the proposed methodology, which can be easily extended to other numerical models taking into account
more SP mechanisms, presents a major step towards quantitative simulation of industrial shot peening experiments
at affordable costs.
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